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ABSTRACT
Phantom limb pain affects between 50 and 80% of
amputees. With an increasing number of battle casual-
ties having had an amputation after combat trauma, it is
inevitable that both primary and secondary care clinicians
will come into contact with a patient with phantom limb
pain (PLP). It is widely acknowledged that its complex
aetiology means that this condition is often poorly
understood and difficult to manage. A growing patho-
physiological understanding is shedding new light on the
mechanisms which underlie PLP. Knowledge of these
mechanisms will inform treatment and enable clinicians
to plan and implement solutions which make a differ-
ence to those individuals with this condition. This paper
seeks to outline current research into this condition and
proposes an approach to treatment. This approach has
been formulated from an amalgamation of clinical
experience working with battle casualties at the Defence
Medical Rehabilitation Centre, Headley Court.

INTRODUCTION
The poly-trauma injury pattern resulting from blast
is well documented.1 Wounding to vulnerable
extremities is common and if limb salvage is
unattainable, amputation will result. After amputa-
tion, phantom limb pain (PLP) affects between 50
and 80% of patients and its incidence is not related
to the cause of the amputation.2

The aetiology of PLP is complex and it is often
mistaken as residual limb pain (RLP) or phantom
sensation. This, together with a lack of a definitive
treatment, results in under-reporting of pain by
patients and a lack of attention to the problem by
clinicians.3 The potential for this condition to
become chronic is well documented and it can have
catastrophic effects upon an individual. It is essen-
tial that both primary and secondary care clinicians
understand and attend to it appropriately.
A growing pathophysiological understanding of

PLP is shedding new light on the mechanisms
involved. The purpose of this paper is to explore
the interplay of factors involved in PLP and
propose a multidisciplinary approach to treatment
for first-line management within primary and sec-
ondary care. The treatment approach has been for-
mulated from the clinical experience of working
with battle casualties at the Defence Medical
Rehabilitation Centre (DMRC), Headley Court and
the concurrent review of literature which has
informed practice. Thus, this work is applicable to
those who have had a traumatic amputation rather
than an amputation resulting from a chronic health
condition. Treatment options are also proposed to
furnish the reader with ideas which they can inves-
tigate further.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PHANTOM LIMB PAIN
PLP is often confused with pain or sensation in the
areas adjacent to the amputated body part. This is
known as residual limb (RLP) or stump pain and its
intensity is often positively correlated with PLP.4

Post-amputation pain at the wound site should also
be distinguished from pain in the residual limb and
the phantom limb. After amputation, all three may
occur together.4

PLP is classified as neuropathic pain, whereas
RLP and post-amputation pain are classified as
nociceptive pain. PLP is often more intense in the
distal portion of the phantom limb and can be exa-
cerbated or elicited by physical factors (pressure on
the residual limb, time of day, weather) and psycho-
logical factors, such as emotional stress.5

Commonly used descriptors include sharp, cramp-
ing, burning, electric, jumping, crushing and
cramping.3 Often the pain is associated with par-
ticular movements or positions of the phantom
limb. It differs from phantom limb sensation,
which is a normal phenomenon for almost all
amputees, but unlike PLP, is not distressing.6

Phantom sensation has been described as itchiness,
tingling or pins and needles, squeezing and toe
crossing.3

Some patients with PLP experience ‘telescoping’,
which is simply the retraction or disappearance of
the phantom limb into the residual limb.4

Traditionally, this has been seen as a positive
feature. However, some evidence suggests that tele-
scoping is a feature of central adaptations which
contributes to, rather than lessens, PLP.7
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Key messages

▸ Changes within the central nervous system
contribute to the experience of phantom limb
pain (PLP). Peripheral and psychological
influences also act to mediate symptoms.

▸ The assessment should seek to highlight
whether central, peripheral or psychological
factors are the predominant driver in this
condition.

▸ The treatment plan should be individualised
and driven by a multidisciplinary treatment
approach.

▸ Continuance of PLP is associated with changes
in the somatosensory cortex. Stimulation of the
amputation zone within the cortex appears to
reverse these changes.

▸ Reversal of cortical changes is a key
consideration within the treatment plan.
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AETIOLOGY OF PHANTOM LIMB PAIN
The pathophysiological understanding of PLP is growing.
Neuroanatomical and neurophysiological models have shown
that the brain is capable of plastic changes within the primary
somatosensory cortex in response to neuropathic and musculo-
skeletal pain.8 Peripheral and central changes have been seen in
those with chronic PLP and these changes appear to be related
to the reorganisation of the cortical map.9 This reorganisation,
in turn, affects perceptual, motor and autonomic systems.9

Studies using functional MRI (fMRI) suggest that those who
report the greatest incidence of PLP appear to present with the
greatest cortical reorganisation, while treatments which reverse
this process provide relief.2 Meanwhile, psychological factors,
although not the cause, seem to affect the course and severity of
the pain. In short, changes within the central nervous system
contribute to the experience of PLP; however, peripheral and
psychological influences will also mediate symptoms. A greater
understanding of these factors will inform the direction of
treatment.4

Central factors
Central sensitisation occurs when increased activity from periph-
eral nociceptors leads to a permanent change in the synaptic
structure of the dorsal horn. Dorsal horn neurons increase in
excitability, while the inhibitory process is dampened. The
central nerve endings of the primary sensory neurons, interneur-
ons and projection neurons also structurally alter.4 10

Evidence from fMRI studies has also shown that after ampu-
tation, functional and structural changes occur within the archi-
tecture of the primary somatosensory cortex. A shift of the
cortical representation from neighbouring areas into the deaffer-
ented cortical amputation zone can occur.8 For example, in
upper limb amputees, the greater the shift of the mouth and
face representation into the deafferented hand and arm amputa-
tion zone, the greater the PLP.8 Stimulation of facial muscles,
including mastication or eye movements, will then elicit PLP. In
lower limb amputations this phenomenon can manifest in the
migration of the representation areas for the bladder, bowel and
genitals into the amputation zone. Again, stimulation of these
organs will elicit PLP. Conversely, restoring normal activation
within the amputation zone will reduce PLP as it appears to
reduce the migration of neighbouring areas into the cortical
amputation zone.5 Restoration of activity within these areas of
the somatosensory cortex appears to involve visual, sensory and
motor stimuli. Myoelectric prosthesis, sensory discrimination,
motor imagery and mirror therapy are some of the methods
which have shown success.2 8 11

Peripheral factors
Nociceptive input from the residual limb appears to correlate
with the level of PLP.4 Regenerative sprouting of the axon
occurs when a peripheral nerve is cut, and a neuroma in the
residual limb may form. Ectopic discharge from a neuroma is
one nociceptive signal which may in turn stimulate a neuro-
pathic response in the form of PLP. Other causes can include
wound infection, osteomyelitis and poor prosthetic fit. In our
military patient group the presence of heterogenic ossification
(HO) is well documented.12 The development of HO can be an
additional nociceptive aggravator.

PLP is, however, present in patients immediately after ampu-
tation before a neuroma or HO can form and even local anaes-
thesia may not eliminate it.4 Anaesthetic block of a neuroma
eliminates discharge from the residual limb; however, it will not

affect ectopic discharge emanating from the dorsal root gan-
glion.10 The dorsal root ganglion can amplify discharge from
the residual limb or cross-excite neighbouring neurons.
Increased circulating epinephrine resulting from sympathetic dis-
charge will also trigger or exacerbate neuronal activity. Such
sympathetic discharge can result from emotional distress, and
may also be due to temperature or inflammation.4 When sympa-
thetic activity is blocked, PLP may reduce, whereas an injection
of epinephrine will increase PLP.4 In short, sympathetic dis-
charge may act as a ‘volume control’ to what is already happen-
ing to the patient.

Psychological factors
Patients with PLP present with a normal psychological profile.13

Pre-existing psychological variables before amputation, deficient
coping strategies and stress have all been reported to evoke and
modulate PLP. The sympathetic nervous system or muscular
response to stress may well be the primary mediator.4

Interaction of factors
PLP exists even when there is no pathology in the residual limb.
Birbaumer et al used an anaesthetic block for upper limb ampu-
tees with PLP; 50% found relief and reversal of cortical
reorganisation was demonstrated.14 In these patients, peripheral
factors were important in the maintenance of PLP. It was sug-
gested that in the remaining 50% the process of cortical
reorganisation had become independent of peripheral factors.14

Hence, peripheral factors whether regional abnormalities or a
sympathetic dysregulation are not the whole picture, but nor are
central factors; both appear to have a role.

However, Birbaumer’s findings may also suggest that progres-
sive sensitisation exists, so at the point of amputation, peripheral
factors dominate, but if this continues, central factors become
the predominant influence. Flor argues that the implicit changes
within the primary somatosensory cortex are in response to
enduring nociceptive input or the loss of input altogether,4 so a
situation involving central adaptation and peripheral sensitisa-
tion in response to amputation is possible. The implication of
this argument is that no single treatment is likely to be the
answer. Instead, a treatment philosophy is required, which
acknowledges the varying interplay of central, peripheral and
psychological factors. How such a philosophy may look in prac-
tice will be considered.

TREATMENT APPROACH
Most studies investigating the effectiveness of treatment for PLP
have been short-term, uncontrolled trials using a small or dis-
parate sample population. Even larger studies and surveys of
patients have not accounted for the mechanism underlying the
production of pain, and so robust data are lacking.4 15 The lack
of comparative trials and the complex individual multifactorial
drivers therefore demand a multidisciplinary approach. The
treatment approach (Figure 1) and treatment table (Figure 2)
emphasise a multidisciplinary solution when treating this
condition.

Assessment
The assessment must accurately diagnose the source(s) of the
pain. A failure to discriminate between RLP, PLP and phantom
limb sensation means that the patient will not receive the appro-
priate care.

It is accepted that clinically significant cortical reorganisation
is associated with continuing chronic PLP. These central changes
are due to enduring nociceptive input, loss of input to the
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cortical zone of amputation or a combination of both.
Therefore, to prevent chronicity, effective treatment must elim-
inate the nociceptive stimuli and restore normal input to the
cortical zone of amputation. The assessment must enlighten the
clinician about the degree of interplay between these two
factors. It should also explore sources of enduring nociceptive
input and sympathetic discharge from psychosocial factors, as
well as documenting cortical changes which might have already
occurred. The assessment should highlight which factor(s) is the
dominant driver of the person’s PLP: central, peripheral or psy-
chological. In this way, investigation and treatment can focus on
the dominant factor.

Differential diagnosis
Simply discriminating between RLP and PLP is more complex
than it appears. Both often coexist and RLP may provoke PLP.

Eliminating the causes of RLP is therefore the priority as this
will resolve or lessen PLP which is respondent to peripheral
aggravators. It also shows the degree to which central factors
may have an ongoing influence.

Immediate post-amputation management demands early
effective analgesia and adjunctive measures, include managing
oedema using elastic stump socks, semi-rigid dressings and rigid
plaster casts.12 Post-acute management requires attention to
both intrinsic and extrinsic causes of RLP.

Extrinsic RLP will result from complications of wound
healing and so infection must be excluded. Tissue load and
sheering forces placed on the limb due to a poor prosthetic fit
will also evoke pain. A prosthetic review will improve fit and
enable sensitised structures to be offloaded. Scar formation can
also cause pain, particularly where there is nerve entrapment, or
adhesions reducing the mobility of soft tissues. In either case,

Figure 1 A pathway for management of phantom limb pain.
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scar management using soft tissue massage and moisturiser is
recommended; silicone treatment can also be added if
required.16 Besides improving tissue mobility, massage can be
used to desensitise the residual limb.17

Intrinsic causes of RLP can include ischaemia, joint dysfunc-
tion proximal to the residual limb, stress fracture, osteomyelitis
and wound dehiscence. Occasionally where the bone has been
improperly trimmed or formation of bone in extraskeletal soft
tissue has occurred (HO), then pain may result in high-pressure
areas.12 Investigations will be required and revision surgery may
be considered; alternatively, prosthetic adjustment can be used
to unload pressure areas.

Neuroma is the most common cause of intrinsic RLP.12

Ectopic discharge may evoke a neuropathic response causing
PLP.4 Neuroma formation after amputation is normal, but when
it becomes sensitised to mechanical or chemical stimuli, often
exacerbated by entrapment, then problems ensue.12 Pain is inter-
mittent and variable, but diagnosis is confirmed by a specific site

of tenderness on palpation, which can be confirmed with an
injection of local anaesthetic into the site.12 Surgical referral can
be considered, but massage, vibration, acupuncture and transcu-
taneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) may also effectively
desensitise the area.12

Pharmacological management
Simple non-steroidal, anti-inflammatory and opioid drugs can
be tried, but the mainstay of the pharmacological management
of PLP is the use of antineuropathic medication. UK military
pain management system encourages the use of pregabalin and
amitriptyline as early as possible; it might have been started
before returning to the UK after injury.

First-line treatment is a trial of up to 300 mg twice daily of
pregabalin and up to 150 mg of amitriptyline at night. If prega-
balin is insufficient, or depression is a problem, duloxetine may
be used. Opioids are of variable help, particularly with these

Figure 2 A summary of treatment for phantom limb pain (PLP). EMDR, eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing; TNS, transcutaneous nerve
stimulation.
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pains. It may be that tapentadol will prove to be beneficial, but
it is too early to say clearly.

However, while pharmacological agents can be of use, the
way they are used is even more important. The patient has to
understand that the agents are not going to remove all pain.
Indeed the degree of pain relief from the agents is almost irrele-
vant. What really matters is that the agents enable the patient to
‘do more’. In this way they can be likened to the old confection-
ary advertisement that suggested it allows you to ‘work, rest and
play’; the point being if the pharmacological agents do not have
this action there is no point taking them.

As with many pains, there appear to be two fundamental pro-
blems in the pharmacological management of PLP. The first, is
that patients often have to wait to be allowed to try the medica-
tion and getting the dose right may also take a while. Most
pharmacological dose regimens are either fixed or dependent on
biomarker values; pain-related medication is far more subjective.
Regular discussions with the patient can combat this problem.
The second problem is getting the patients to stop medication
when it is not helping. Again, patient education about what the
medication can be expected to achieve, together with regular
reviews, is the answer. When this technique is used, it is
common for patients to recognise that medication often makes
their lives worse and they will willingly stop taking it at the
expense of slightly more pain.

Physical and occupational therapy
Combining physical and occupational therapy with a cognitive
understanding of the condition will amplify the effects of treat-
ment. Our management should aim to equip and empower the
patient, informing them about their condition and how they can
take control while seeking to alter destructive or erroneous
beliefs and actions. Common self-treatment strategies can
include wearing an elastic stump sock to minimise volume
changes in the residual limb, stump massage, mental imagery of
the phantom limb and taking physical exercise.

When attending to factors which provoke PLP, joint dys-
function proximal to the residual limb and prosthetic fit have
been highlighted. However, good prosthetic use is as import-
ant. Normalising the gait pattern is, in part, due to prosthetic
fit and alignment. It is also dependent on good propriocep-
tion, correct motor patterning and symmetrical movement
control enabling dissociation of movement between trunk and
limb. In turn, the residual limb(s), trunk and spinal segments
must have sufficient range and control of movement to
achieve a symmetrical gait pattern. It is important to assess all
planes of movement, particularly rotation of the trunk.18

Although this practice has been extrapolated from able-bodied
research, the principle of gaining proximal stability and
control of the trunk in order to achieve limb mobility is more
important in the amputee. Shortened limbs must control a
lengthened lever (prosthesis) without causing undue stress to
surrounding musculoskeletal structures in order to achieve
good prosthetic use.

Prosthetic use has been associated with reduced PLP. Upper
limb amputees using a myoelectric prosthesis had less cortical
reorganisation and PLP than those who used a cosmetic pros-
thesis or none at all.19 The myoelectric prosthesis creates
sensory, visual and motor feedback. The cortical amputation
zone receives somatosensory and motor input, which may
explain the reversal of cortical reorganisation and improvements
in PLP. Lower limb amputees, do not use a myoelectric pros-
thesis, but prosthetic use enables normal limb movement, stand-
ing posture and gait. This may normalise visual, sensory and

motor input to the deafferented amputation zone within the
cortex and so reverse cortical reorganisation. This might explain
our anecdotal observation that good prosthetic use is associated
with less PLP.

Similarly, mirror therapy is a therapeutic intervention which
has been shown to affect motor and sensory processes through
the relative dominance of the visual input it provides.15 The
effect is created by viewing a reflection of the intact limb
through a mirror placed where the amputated limb would have
existed. Most of the evidence for this intervention comes from
case studies and anecdotal data. Chan et al allocated 22 patients
with PLP into a mirror therapy group, mental imagery group
and a covered mirror group (control).20 They reported that all
patients in the mirror therapy group experienced reduced PLP.
This was not the case in the other two groups. The study did
not control potential biases and its methodology was not
described in detail, so weakening the power of its findings.
A more robust trial compared a mirror group with a covered
mirror group; however, there were no statistically significant
reductions in PLP between the groups.21 An example of the
exercises used with the mirror box is shown in Box 1.

MacIver et al used fMRI before and after a 6-week intensive
course of motor imagery with 13 upper limb amputees all of
whom had PLP.8 In contrast to Chan et al, this author found a
significant reduction in PLP with motor imagery and this was
associated with a reversal in cortical reorganisation.8 However,
again biases were poorly controlled and the sample size was
small. Moseley argued that while mirrored movements may
expose the cortex to sensory and motor input, the therapeutic
effect is magnified if cortical networks are gradually activated
using limb recognition, motor imagery and finally, mirrored
movement.23 This sequence of cortical exposure has become
known as graded motor imagery. A single blind randomised
control design has been used to investigate this approach for
conditions such as PLP, chronic regional pain syndrome type 1
and brachial plexus avulsion.9 22 23 Although the heterogeneity
of the sample is acknowledged, it is argued that cortical similar-
ities exist between these conditions, causing a cortical neglect of
the affected limb leading to changes in cortical mapping. The
sample size in each study was small, but all three studies showed

Box 1 Unilateral lower limb mirror box exercises

Mirrored movement exercises (10 repetitions of each)21:
1. Slowly straighten the knee then bend both knees together.
2. Slowly straighten your legs and then bend each knee

alternatively as if walking.
3. Move your feet together, point your feet upwards and then

point your feet downwards.
4. Turn your soles in towards each other and then away from

each other.
5. Move your feet around in a circle to the left and to the

right.
6. Lift your feet off the ground in a walking movement.
7. Point your toes upwards and then downwards while

keeping your ankle and foot still.
8. Clench and unclench your toes.
9. Spread your toes and then relax them.
10. Point up your big toes and point down the other toes, then

reverse it so that your big toe is pointing down and your
other toes are pointing up.

20 Le Feuvre P, et al. J R Army Med Corps 2014;160:16–21. doi:10.1136/jramc-2013-000141
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significant reductions in pain and cortical reorganisation after a
6-week programme. Clinicians wishing to add this programme
to their treatment repertoire can find resources at http://www.
noigroup.com. As a guide, the regimen used in these trials took
place over 6 weeks and the time was equally divided between
the three treatments.

Black et al cite a number of placebo-controlled trials and epi-
demiological surveys which found that TENS may be effective
at reducing PLP.17 Scar massage and percussion were also dis-
cussed as an effective way of desensitising the residual limb.
These approaches may benefit patients for whom a peripheral
component is the dominant feature; however, there is little evi-
dence in the literature to aid patient selection.

Ketz surveyed US military personnel with single or multiple
amputations resulting from combat operations.3 Moderate relief
was found using physical exercise, relaxation and distraction,
but no participants reported using alternative treatments.
A number of studies have cited the potential of acupuncture to
relieve PLP,24 and unpublished case reports using acupuncture at
DMRC certainly support this proposition. There is also good
evidence that acupuncture provides somatosensory stimulation
and this might be one mechanism by which it can modulate
pain.25 However, again no consensus exists within the literature
pertaining to its application and patient selection.

Psychological support
Patients with PLP do not have a greater prevalence of personal-
ity or psychological disorders compared with the general popu-
lation. The mechanism of their injuries and premorbid
psychosocial issues will influence their presentation, and sympa-
thetic discharge will provoke PLP through its modulation of
neuronal activity. Emotional reactions will stimulate sympathetic
discharge, and individual cognitive evaluation of the perceived
threat posed by PLP will also feed into this. In common with
other chronic pain conditions, the sensory discriminative dimen-
sion (localisation) of pain will reduce over time but the cognitive
affective (suffering) dimension of pain will increase.
Psychosocial support is the responsibility of the whole clinical
team and this aspect of care should be considered together with
the medical and rehabilitative elements.

If it is assumed that the team seeks to equip and empower the
patient, while altering destructive or erroneous belief patterns,
then most patients should find their needs met by the multidis-
ciplinary approach proposed. However, formal mental health
referral will be required for some patients. For such patients
counselling, cognitive behavioural therapy or eye movement
desensitisation and reprocessing may be effective.26

CONCLUSION
The treatment of PLP demands a multidisciplinary approach
which acknowledges the interplay between central, peripheral and
psychological factors against a background of individual experi-
ences and concern. The goal is to prevent cortical reorganisation
in response to amputation and so prevent chronicity of this condi-
tion. The aim is to normalise visual, sensory and motor input to
the central nervous system, which may be devoid of input or in
receipt of altered messages. To achieve this aim, causes of ongoing
nociceptive input must be tackled, antineuropathic medication
must be employed at a dosage which is beneficial to the patient
and cortical stimulation must be encouraged. Stimulation of the
cortex may occur with good prosthetic use, acupuncture, graded
motor imagery or its individual components, limb recognition,
motor imagery and mirror therapy. In addition, we must acknow-
ledge the power of the sympathetic nervous system to modulate

pain and so we must not forget the importance of attending to the
patient’s psychosocial needs and concerns. For most patients seen
in primary and secondary care, this will suffice and importantly, it
will give the patient strategies to control their symptoms. When a
consistent multidisciplinary approach to provide first-line manage-
ment fails to resolve symptoms, then referral to specialist care is
indicated. The nature of the specialist care will depend upon
whether peripheral, central or psychological factors are deemed to
be the cause of the continuing PLP.
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